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From the editor
Here it is—another pre-convention 
issue, full of all you need to know 
about the 20th Official Annual  
Convention and more!

First, welcome to new board  
member Rick Wright who has signed 
on as secretary. Though a long-time 
member, this is Rick’s first time on 
the board. And thanks to our current 
board members and manager who 
have agreed to help out for another 
year. YAY!

in this issue 

Details for this year’s convention 
venue can be found on pages 4 
and 5, including airport codes, hotel 
information and rates. Be sure to 
book your room by October 13th to 
get the discounted ISCA rate. The 
convention schedule with seminar 
descriptions starts on page 6 so that 
you can plan your week accordingly. 
This year, our guest of honor for the 
convention is the illustrious Drew 
Friedman. My interview starting on 
page 10 will give you a little more 
insight into the man, his work and 
what to expect from him at the con-
vention. Also, throughout this issue 
find articles on things to do in the 
St. Pete area as well as articles on 
several non-convention topics. 

Your EF suBmissions

I must say, this month I saw a large 
influx of requests to do articles for 
the Exaggerated Features; I am 
impressed by the member participa-

tion! (Guess a gift card incentive 
doesn’t hurt.) My only regret is that 
there were so many they couldn’t 
all fit in this issue. Look for those 
accepted articles in the post-con 
issue, which ships the beginning of 
January. 

I also had quite a few members 
inquiring about the deadline. The 
deadline is published in every issue 
of the EF. I have included the sched-
ule for the entire year on page 29 to 
help everyone plan ahead.

Remember—articles must be  
somehow caricature related, whether 
it be business, technical, etc. Just  
because you have a great article 
about your safari in Africa, doesn’t 
mean it is appropriate for our pub-
lication. (Now if it is a safari involv-
ing fighting off wild animals with a 
Markette, we can talk.) If you have 
an idea for an article, best to run it 
by me first. This will save you the 
trouble of writing it only to have it 
rejected on the grounds that it was 
“off-topic.” We are still lacking on 
“HOW-TO” and “STEP-by-STEP” 
articles, so please let me know if 
anyone is interested in tackling one.

That’s it for now. See you at the 
beach! I will be the one wearing the 
SPF 100 and sitting in the shade.

Debbie “debbo” Burmeister 
Exaggerated Features Editor/ 
Art Director 
efeditor@caricature.org

on the cover...
Drew Friedman’s take on several iconic American film 
and TV stars, from the Marx Brothers to Jack Benny. 
Find out more about the artist starting on page 6!

Caricature by Kabetsu

mailto:efeditor@caricature.org
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Hello and welcome to another packed 
edition of the EF! Inside we have 
everything you need to know about 
the convention! Preparations for the 
convention have been well under way 
for some time now and we are sure 
that ISCA has another ground-breaking 
convention ready for you all to enjoy 
and participate in! 

Let me thank our editor Debbo who 
simply does an outstanding job of 
putting the EF together and making 
it happen! Remember that for anyone 
who has contributed an article, cartoon 
or showcase item that has been printed 
in the EF this year, your names will 
go into the hat for the chance to win a 
$100 Apple Store Gift Card! So let me 
also thank everyone who has contrib-
uted to the EF as it is your content that 
makes the EF so great to read! 

Many of you have taken the opportu-
nity to register for the convention at the 
early bird rate and thank you for doing 
so. Not only do you get to save money 
but it really helps the board as they 
approach the final countdown to the 
convention! The standard registration 
rate is now available, but that is still 
great value for your money for what 
you will receive at the convention. And 
and it works out to only $37.50 per day 
to be a competing artist! 

We have introduced some changes to 
the schedule in response to the feed-
back we had last year at the business 
meeting. We have put in place more 
seminars across the whole time of the 
convention so as to fill up what used 
to be downtimes that members did not 
like. So we look forward to getting 
your feedback after the convention on 
how this works. It’s new ground for our 
organization! We plan to continue to 
add and change what the next conven-
tion will look like for 2012, in response 
to you our members and what you tell 
us you would like to see. 

So over six days at the Tradewinds 
resort, we should have a wonderful stay 
in this super venue! We have the beach 
on our doorstep and should have some 
great weather to make us smile! Along 
with the convention it is set to be a 
recipe for success! 

You, our members, are the people that 
make the organization so valuable and I 
know it has been said before, but we do 
really value your support and contribu-
tion to ISCA. 

Please feel free to speak with me at 
the convention. I will try my best to be 
available and to hear what you have 
to say. Even if we do not agree with 
everything, we listen and take on board 

all comments and feedback. It can be 
difficult but often it is also great fun 
and very important that our members 
have to opportunity to exchange ideas 
and thoughts. As I said a few moments 
ago, this year’s convention has been 
planned with the feedback from the last 
business meeting. So I hope you can 
see that we mean what we say when 
we ask you to speak with us. Thank 
you for your input and help and please 
keep it coming. 

I will see you in Florida in November 
and if you have not registered yet, then 
let me encourage you to do so right 
now. You will not want to miss the 
convention! 

Let me finish by thanking our guest 
speaker and seminar speakers! The 
board and I appreciate your support 
and involvement! 

See you all on the beach! 

Steve Hearn 

Steve Hearn
President 
International Society of 
Caricature Artists

iscA memBershiP as of 09/06/2011
497 members representing 32 countries

fromLetter  
   the President

Australia 8
Austria  1
Belgium 4
Canada 28
Chile 1
Denmark 1
England 2
Finland 2

France 2
Germany 7
Great Britain 6
Greece 1
Hong Kong 2
Ireland 4
Italy 1
Japan 27

Kazakhstan 1
Netherlands 6
Netherland Antilles  1
New Zealand  1
Philippines        1
Puerto Rico 3
Saudi Arabia 1
Scotland 1

Singapore 3
South Korea 17
Spain 8
Sweden 1
Switzerland 1
Taiwan 2
UK 19
uSA 334
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2011 iscA  
BoArd oF directors - uPdAte

In less than one year of being in the 
trenches with the rest of the ISCA team, I 
can report that you have a strong and dedi-
cated board. I proudly accept taking on 
another year with this tremendous group, 
in my new role as ISCA’s treasurer, under 
a newly defined position to work closely 
with our business manager, Tracey Iver-
son. More to come on this at the annual 
business meeting in November. 

You may not always agree with all the 
decisions we make on ISCA’s behalf, yet 
know that we truly are trying our best to 

steer our craft in the right direction. Steve, 
Lorin, and Tracey, along with our EF editor 
Debbie Burmeister and our new webmaster 
Dan Almariei, all do a tremendous amount 
of work behind the scenes. Your board 
works each week to plug and patch any 
holes in our boat and to lead our ship. My 
hat’s off to all here mentioned, GREAT job 
folks! I welcome Rick Wright to the board 
as our new secretary. I know Rick will be a 
great addition to our roster. Thanks for your 
nomination! I am looking forward to seeing 
all of you in sunny Florida!  

Hi!! For those of you who don’t know 
me, my name is Lorin Bernsen, and I’ve 
been in the caricature biz for over 17 years. 
Most of my experience has been with live 
caricature, drawing at various retail venues 
like Six Flags, Universal Studios, and the 
State Fair of Texas…as well as at hundreds 
of gigs. I’ve mainly worked in Dallas, but 
I’ve also drawn caricatures in San Anto-
nio, Orlando, Panama City Beach, Atlanta, 
Boise, and overseas in Seoul, Korea.

My passion for the art of caricature was 
solidified when I attended my very first 

ISCA Convention in 1998. I later joined 
the Board of Directors in 2008, helping to 
plan and run the last three conventions. All 
of you have been my family over the years, 
and it’s an honor for me to be able to give 
something back to this organization that I 
love so dearly. Serving as your vice-presi-
dent, I look forward to working with Steve, 
Chris, Tracey, and Rick Wright (welcome 
aboard, Rick!!) as we continue to do our 
best to meet the needs of all ISCA mem-
bers throughout the world.

Lorin Bernsen - Vice-President

chris galvin - Treasurer

rick Wright - Secretary
Hi all. Want to introduce myself. My 
name is Rick Wright. I am a caricature 
artist from Maryland, in the Baltimore/ 
Washington area. I’ve been a member of 
this organization since 1997. I have been 
drawing caricatures for over 25 years at 
parties and retail. I run a retail caricature 
operation at a ball park in Baltimore and 
book out parties in the area as well. I 
have attended many conventions over 
the years and met plenty of great artists 

along the way. Being exposed to artists 
from all over the world is such a great 
networking and learning opportunity. 
It’s also very inspiring along with being 
very humbling.
 
I am honored to be nominated as 
secretary. I look forward to being a part 
of this year’s board along with Steve, 
Lorin, and Chris.

Caricature by JM Borot



Join Us in Sunny Florida for the 

20th Annual 
ISCA Convention!
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November 13-18, 2011 
Tradewinds Island Grand Resort  
St. Pete Beach, Florida

Featuring Guest Speaker  
Drew Friedman 

Join Us in Sunny Florida for the 

20th Annual 
ISCA Convention!
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Registration is now open!
ISCA members can register at http://caricature.org/cari-
cature_convention.php. Simply select the number of mem-
bers and guests you’d like to register and hit “Submit.”
You’ll be directed to PayPal, a fast, free, and secure method 
of payment. You can pay with MasterCard, Visa, American 
Express, or Discover!

You can also pay via check or money order.
Send check payments to:

ISCA
922 W Drayton
Ferndale, MI 48220
USA

Registration Information
$ 225 USD Regular registration  
(Sept. 01, 2011 - Nov. 02, 2011 )

$ 250 USD Late/onsite registration  
( Nov. 02, 2011 or later)

$125 USD  guest registration, 
regardless of registration date

ISCA CONVENTION REFUND POLICY
75% of your registration fee will be refunded  
if you cancel by 10/1/11

50% of your registration fee will be refunded  
if you cancel by 10/15/11

*You also have the option to carry over your registration fees  
to the 2012 convention by contacting the ISCA Manager.

Airport Info
The Tradewinds Island Grand is easily accessible  
from three major airports:

St. Petersburg/Clearwater International Airport (PIE)  
about 30 minutes from resort

Tampa International Airport (TPA)   
about 40 minutes from resort

Sarasota-Bradenton International Airport (SRQ)  
about 50 minutes from resort

SuperShuttle services all three airports.  
www.supershuttle.com

Hotel Information
Tradewinds Island Grand Resort
5500 Gulf Boulevard, St. Pete Beach, FL 33706

Call the Group Reservations Department: 800-808-9833 and  
mention ISCA for your discounted rate! Or reserve online at  
www.justletgo.com/isca (No promo code is needed -just select  
your dates and click “check rates”) *Make your room reservations  
by Thursday, October 13 to get the ISCA discounted rate! *Room  
rate is available for 3 days prior and 3 days after the convention.

The ISCA/Tradewinds Resort  
package includes:
• $99/night rate for Hotel Parlor Rooms
• 20% Food & Beverage discount card, good  
at all 14 bars/restaurants at the resort
• Free Resort Amenity Package (a $25/per  
day value!) includes: wi-fi in guest rooms and  
common areas, daily coffee and local  
newspaper, domestic in/out faxes,  
use of the business center, use of fitness  
center and tennis courts, beach cabana  
(one per room), miniature golf & paddleboats.

Standard Parlor Room An oversized hotel 
room with two queen beds, sitting area, and 
dining table for four makes this the perfect 
choice for guests who need accommoda-
tions for extended stays. With 400 sq ft to 
sprawl in, and only steps away from several 
dining outlets and outdoor recreation, you’ll 
have your own spacious retreat every night! 
All parlor rooms include wet bar with mini 
fridge, microwave, coffee maker, toaster, 
mini-bar, hairdryer and iron/board. 

http://caricature.org/cari-cature_convention.php
http://caricature.org/cari-cature_convention.php
http://caricature.org/cari-cature_convention.php
http://www.supershuttle.com
http://www.justletgo.com/isca
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2011 
Convention 
Schedule

November 13-18 
Tradewinds
St. Pete, Florida, USA

�

Schedule is subject to change

Sunday,	November	13th
3pm - 8pm Registration & Check In at the  
 Tradewinds Island Grand!
7pm - 11pm  Ice-Breaker Reception -  
 hello ISCA members!

Monday,	November	14th
8am - 9:30am Registration/Portfolio/Studio Submissions
9am - 10am  Welcome Breakfast & Address from President
10am - 10.30am  First-Time attendee “How It Works” Run Through
10:30Am - 11:30Am  seminAr: uncA LAr WAves his mAgic
12pm - 8pm  Portfolio/Studio on Display
1Pm - 2Pm  seminAr: Angie JordAn digitAL iPAd
2:30pm  Competition/Drawing Room Opens for  
 24-hour Availability!
4pm - 6pm  Likeness Competition
9pm - 11pm  Live Party Competition

Tuesday,	November	15th
9am - 11am  Registration Open
11Am - middAY  seminAr: cAricAture 101  
 With seAn gArdner
12pm  Vendor Tables Open: Portfolio/studio on Display
2Pm - 3Pm  seminAr: dAvid o’keeFe -  
 the LiFe oF A ProFessionAL
4pm - 7pm  Speed Competition
9:30pm - 10:30pm  Isca Annual Business Meeting & elections

Wednesday,	November	16th
9am - 10am  Registration open
11Am - 12Pm  seminAr: scuLPture 101  
 With JohAnnA veerenhuis-Lens
4Pm - 5Pm  guest sPeAker dreW FriedmAn
8pm - 10pm  VIP Gold Member Reception with Drew Friedman

Thursday,	November	17th
9am - 4pm  Final hours of open competition/drawing time
4pm  open competition/drawing time ENDS!
4pm - 5pm  *Artists must move easels/equipment/materials  
 away from the walls of the ballroom; ISCA Board  
 members will review walls to check for infractions.
5pm - 8pm  Voting on Artwork
9:30Pm - 10:30Pm  seminAr: kick BAck With uncA LAr

Friday,	November	18th
11Am - 12Pm  guest sPeAker dreW FriedmAn
2pm - 3pm  Poolside Sketch Club
5pm - 6pm  Cocktail hour with Art Auction Items on Display
6pm - 10:30pm  Isca Awards Banquet & Auction



Seminar & Workshop Descriptions

Lar de souza
unca Lar Waves his magic: Line quality. 
From Levine to hirschfeld—you’ve seen it. You’ve heard about it. You struggle with 
it. unca Lar is a self-confessed line junkie and will do what he can to demystify this 
artistic process. 

kick Back with unca Lar
The official bits of the con are pretty much over but now you’re wired and full of energy 
needing to be let loose. Come hang out for a bit and get in touch with your inner Lar. 
There may be maple cookies. I’m just saying. 

sean gardner:  
caricature 101
Artist Sean Gardner will share his 
knowledge of how to evaluate facial 
features for the art of caricature. 
This seminar will concentrate on 

how to exaggerate while keeping a likeness using 
various methods of unique feature identification 
and observing forms of the face. There is always 
something to learn, whether you are a novice or a pro, 
by taking things back to the basics.

�

Angie Jordan:  
creating iPad caricatures
Award-winning digital artist and author, 
Angie Jordan, will take you on her 
journey to become the world’s first 
iPad caricature artist as she shares her 
discoveries, tips, and insights that will 
allow you to entertain as a successful 
digital caricature artist with the touch 
screen tablet device.  

Johanna veerenhuis-Lens: 
sculpture 101
3D-caricature artist Johanna Veerenhuis-
Lens will give a lecture about sculpting 
caricatures and she will share with you 
how she started as a party artist and now 
has her own caricature museum. She’ll 
show examples of her work, HOW-TOs 

and answer questions. Also, Johanna will present her new 
book about 3D caricature art.

david o’keefe:  
the Life of a Professional
O’Keefe will be presenting his 
methods, conventional and not 
so conventional, on creating epic 
paintings of entertainment classics. 
The seminar will cover developing 
the concept, the sketch phase, and 
painting techniques. he will offer 
his insight on making a living as an 
artist in today’s economy and share 

some of the lessons he’s learned in his career. Comments 
from the peanut gallery are welcome. 

Wednesday, 11/16: 4pm - 5pm  Drew Friedman will discuss his career as an illustrator/
cartoonist/caricaturist, contributing to a wide variety of publications over the years, including 
National Lampoon, SPY, MAD, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Entertainment 
Weekly, The New Yorker, etc., and creating nearly 200 cover images for the New York 
Observer. Drew will also discuss his books, including his recent Sideshow Freaks book, and 
his series of Old Jewish Comedian portraits. Drew will be showing samples of his work from 
over the years, from early “stippled” comic strips to more recent full-color book portraits. 

Friday, 11/18: 11am - 12pm  Drew Friedman will discuss his various adventures and 
misadventures working as a humorous illustrator: fun jobs, nightmarish jobs, creating artwork 
for Howard Stern’s books and planned animated TV show, hearing from various celebrities 
he’s drawn over the years including howard Stern, Jerry Lewis and many other Old Jewish 
Comedians to being sued by talk show host Joe Franklin for 40 million dollars. Fun fun fun!

guest sPeAker: drew Friedman



registrAtion And BAdges:  
All Convention attendees will be 
given a name badge at registration, 
which must be worn AT ALL TIMeS 
during the week. Each individual’s 
registration fee must be paid in full 
before they can receive a name 
badge. ONLY those individuals with 
name badges will be allowed into 
the competition ballroom and semi-
nar rooms during the Convention. 
There are two (2) types of Conven-
tion attendees: PROFeSSIONALS 
and GueSTS. PROFeSSIONALS 
who have registered for the full Con-
vention are assigned a competition 
number, which allows them to vote 
on and participate in any (or ALL) of 
the various competitions. In addition, 
these individuals are entitled to a 
free T-shirt and goody bag. Due to 
space limitations within the competi-
tion ballroom, professional artists 
who have registered on a day-to-day 
basis will NOT be assigned competi-
tion numbers. They ARe, however, 
still entitled to a T-shirt and goody 
bag. GUESTS who have registered 
for the full Convention enter at a 
lower admission price, and as such, 
are not entitled to a T-shirt or goody 
bag. Guests, along with professional 
artists who have registered on a 
day-to-day basis, are more than 
welcome to create artwork at any 
time during the Convention, but they 

are not allowed to compete, vote, or 
to display their artwork anywhere 
within the competition ballroom. 

comPetition room set-uP: 
With the exception of Board Mem-
bers and certain volunteers, no 
competing artists or guests will be 
allowed to enter the competition 
ballroom before the posted time for 
opening the room to attendees. Any 
members or guests who leave any 
items in the competition room or set 
up their materials prior to the posted 
starting time will have their materials 
removed from the room until all other 
competing artists have selected their 
space. Each competing artist will se-
lect an area of the competition ball-
room to be their work area for the 
duration of the competition. Space is 
assigned on a first-come, first-serve 
basis. All attendees are responsible 
for their own artwork, supplies and 
any other belongings they bring into 
the competition room. The ISCA 
Board of Directors, its working staff, 
hotel staff or volunteers are not re-
sponsible for any lost or stolen items 
during the annual Convention. All 
art supplies, materials, and personal 
belongings MUST be removed from 
the competition ballroom by the 
morning of the Awards Banquet. Any 
such items left in the room by this 
time will be removed by the Board 

Members in a hurried and disorga-
nized fashion.
 
creAtion oF ArtWork: ONLY 
those individuals who have reg-
istered for the full Convention as 
professional artists will be assigned 
competition numbers and allowed 
to compete, vote, or display their 
artwork anywhere within the compe-
tition ballroom. This excludes reg-
istered guests, professional artists 
who have registered on a day-to-day 
basis, paying vendors, and the gen-
eral public. Any artwork found on dis-
play which was created by anyone 
other than a competing artist will be 
promptly removed by a Board Mem-
ber. The awards competition takes 
place over four days, and all artwork 
to be considered for judging MUST 
be created during that time, and 
inside the designated competition 
ballroom. Any individual piece of art 
which is found to have been created 
outside these parameters will be 
removed from display and disquali-
fied from the competition. The award 
winners will be determined by a 
straight vote, open to all professional 
attendees who have registered for 
the full Convention. 

comPetition numBers: All 
competing artists will be assigned 
competition numbers (found on their 

ISCA 2011 ANNUAL 
COMPETITON 

RULES & PROCEDURES
once again, each competing artist will be required to agree to the rules and procedures 
below if they wish to compete. All of the rules and procedures are printed here so that 
everyone has ample time to read through them before the convention. there have been 
changes and additions since last year, so please review and contact vice-President Lorin 
Bernsen at vp@caricature.org if you have any questions. 

�
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name badges), and must clearly 
label all artwork displayed during 
the competition with their assigned 
number, as well as labeling each 
individual piece of artwork with 
its own number for final competi-
tion voting reference. Artists are 
required to use NuMBeRS, rather 
than LeTTeRS, to identify each 
individual piece. Use of letters to 
identify an individual piece of art 
will result in the disqualification of 
that piece. If the ISCA Board finds a 
certain piece of art to be improperly 
numbered, the creator of the piece 
will be notified and given the oppor-
tunity to fix it before judging begins. 

comPetition sPAce: All compet-
ing artists are allotted a relatively 
equal amount of space on the walls 
of the competition ballroom. In order 
to allow for easier transporting and 
shipping, each piece of finished 2-D 
artwork must not exceed 18 inches 
(45.72 centimeters) in width or 24 
inches (60.96 centimeters) in height 
in order to be eligible for voting in 
the competition. Artists must use 
blue painter’s tape (provided by 
the ISCA Board) to display pieces 
on their walls. All 2-D art displayed 
during the competition MUST be 
contained within each artist’s allot-
ted competition space. The edges 
of the artwork are allowed to touch, 
but not exceed, the blue tape which 
separates each space. One artist’s 
use of another artist’s competition 
space in addition to their own is 
NOT permitted. 3-D artwork will be 
displayed on its own designated 
table. each piece of finished 3-D 
artwork cannot exceed 8 cubic feet 
(0.23 cubic meters) in size. If the 
ISCA Board finds a certain piece 
of art to be in violation of space re-
quirements, the creator of the piece 
will be notified and given the op-
portunity to either modify or remove 
it before judging begins.  

content oF ArtWork: All 
caricatures on display in the com-
petition ballroom must use Conven-
tion attendees or their guests as 
subjects (no celebrities, please). 

While the ISCA Board encourages 
the creation of humorous, thought-
provoking, insightful, and inventive 
artwork, we ask that each compet-
ing artist refrain from excessive use 
of adult language, pornography, 
or subject matter which could be 
considered vulgar, lewd, profane 
or highly offensive to any individual 
ISCA member or to the group as a 
whole. In other words, please keep 
it reasonably clean, and please 
keep editorial comments about your 
models in good taste. The ISCA 
Board Members reserve the right to 
determine whether or not any piece 
of artwork on display is inappropriate 
or in poor taste. Such caricatures 
are not to be placed on the compe-
tition walls, posted elsewhere, or 
be distributed for viewing by the 
Convention attendees or the public. 
If the ISCA Board deems a certain 
piece of art inappropriate or in poor 
taste, the creator of the piece will be 
notified and given the opportunity 
to either modify or remove it before 
judging begins. 

Judging oF ArtWork: All art 
supplies and materials must be 
moved away from the walls of the 
competition ballroom by no later 
than one hour prior to the judging 
of artwork. It is not necessary to put 
everything away completely; items 
just need to be away from the walls. 
This will make it much easier for 
everyone to walk along the perim-
eter and move freely about the room 
while voting. All competing artists 
are responsible for moving their own 
materials. Any art supplies which are 
too close to the walls at one hour 
prior to judging will be moved by the 
Board Members in a hurried and 
disorganized fashion. All competing 
artists must also leave the competi-
tion ballroom by this time, with the 
exception of ISCA Board Members 
and a select Survey Committee, who 
will then inspect the displayed art-
work in search of any possible viola-
tions. Artists who are found to have 
artwork displayed which violate any 
of the rules stated above will then be 
notified and given the opportunity to 

either modify or remove their artwork 
before judging begins. 

seLLing oF merchAndise: 
Anyone wishing to sell merchandise 
during the Convention must pay 
for a vendor table, which may be 
purchased prior to the Convention, 
or at the registration table. The term 

“merchandise” refers to items like art 
materials, books, or electronic items 
(in amounts greater than 5 units). 
Individual sales transactions out of 
a large bag or suitcase within the 
competition room are NOT permitted. 
Any Convention attendees caught 
selling merchandise without having 
purchased a vendor table will be 
required to pay a minimum fine of 
$50.00 USD. 

generAL conduct: All compet-
ing artists who attend the ISCA Annu-
al Convention want to be free to work 
on their caricatures within a uniquely 
creative atmosphere. For this 
reason, we ask everyone to please 
be courteous of their fellow artists 
throughout the week while inside the 
competition ballroom. As this event 
grows larger and larger every year, 
excessive noise or unruly conduct by 
one or several individuals can really 
ruin the whole experience for the 
rest of the group. If you are listening 
to music, please either use head-
phones or keep it at a reasonable 
volume so as not to disturb others 
who might be sharing your working 
area. Consumption of alcohol is not 
prohibited or discouraged, but it can 
very easily get out of hand. If you 
have had too much to drink, please 
remain outside the competition room 
so as not to disturb the other artists 
who are working there. Any alcoholic 
beverages consumed within the 
competition ballroom should not be 
in plain sight, and should be quickly 
and cleanly disposed of afterwards. 
Any Convention attendee who is 
found to be in violation of these rules 
of conduct will first be given a single 
warning by an ISCA Board Member, 
and then escorted from the competi-
tion ballroom if unruly behavior is not 
corrected. 
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Hi, Drew! Thanks for taking the time 
to answer a few questions. First 
of all, can you tell us a little about 
your background? 
I was born in 1958, grew up in New 
York, first on Long Island and then my 
family moved to Manhattan when I was 
13. Early on, I had a love for all things 
cartoon art, comic books, animated 
cartoons, bubblegum cards, MAD Maga-
zine, New Yorker cartoons, caricature, 
and I knew that somehow, some way, 
that’s what I wanted to do with my life. 
My parents would send me to after-
school art classes, then I was enrolled 
briefly as a teenager at the high School 
of Music & Art, and finally I attended 
the School of Visual Arts, which had a 
“Cartoon Department” taught by many 
working cartoon professionals.

When did you realize you could 
draw for a living? Was it always 
your goal to be an artist?
Yes, really early on and probably when 
I was 5, I realized that’s all I would ever 
be suited for as I hated school and only 
wanted to draw cartoons and funny 
faces, much to my teachers’ anger. My 
earliest goals were to someday work for 
MAD Magazine, to be one of the “Usual 
Gang of Idiots,” and to also do work for 
the Topps bubblegum company, who  
were then producing “Ugly Stickers” 
and “Wacky Packs,” two series I was 
particularly obsessed with. At that time I 
thought my goals were probably impos-
sible to achieve, but I somehow man-
aged to achieve them both!

What is a typical day like in the life 
of Drew Friedman? 
Typical day is to get up fairly early, run 
the two beagles in the yard, then get to 
work around 10-ish. I have a downstairs 
studio, so joined by the beagles, that’s 
where I can be found through most of 
the day, with a quick break for lunch. I’m 
usually wrapped up by 5 or so, even if 
I’m on a deadline, and that’s it as far as 
work. When I was younger, I’d some-
times work too late, or even occasionally 
[pull] the dreaded “all-nighter,” but no 
more. My nervous system finally couldn’t 
stomach it!

If you couldn’t do what you do now, 
how would you make money?
I’d be either a figure skater or a  
grave digger.

What art-related activities do you 
do in your free time, or, if not art-
related, what do you like to do?

Actually, pretty mundane. My wife and I 
live in the country, so aside from tractor  
pulls, there’s not much to do around 
here, which is just the way we like it. 
We tend to stay in, cook together, relax 
with the beagles by the pool or watch 
old movies on TV. We’re about 80 miles 
from NYC which is perfect since most of 
our friends live there so it’s a pretty easy 
visit. We love to drive into New York and 
also we love to drive home.

Do you take any art classes now? 
If yes, what? If not, what would you 
like to take? 
No, no art classes. I’m basically self 
taught, or at least I learned how to do 
what I do by paying attention to other 
people’s work and through personal  
trial and error. I’m convinced that’s the 
best education.

You have a definite style that is un-
mistakenably “Drew Friedman.” I am 
struck by how meticulously detailed 
everyone of your drawings is–how 
long does your process take? 
It depends on the piece or assignment. 
If it’s a rush job for a publication, I just 
don’t have the luxury to put in the detail 
that I’d normally like to do. But if it’s a 
piece with no particular deadline, I’ll 
sometimes spend up to a week on the 
illustration. I love drawing the small 
details, even if it’s just people, or even 
portions of heads or bodies in the back-
ground of a drawing. Sometimes that’s 
more interesting to me than what’s sup-
posed to be the focus of the illustration. 
I want the viewer to absorb the entire 
piece, not just the main image. 

Much of your past work entailed stip-
pling, but now you seem to be doing 
more painting–why the change? 
I worked in the stipple style very early 
on, starting at art school, the School of 
Visual Arts in New York. I sort of stum-
bled into that style of drawing (tiny dots), 
and it let me achieve the more photo-re-
alistic effect I was striving for in my early 
work and especially in my comic strips, 
where I was depicting actual people, TV 
actors, movie actors and celebrities, in 
semi-realistic, dark noir-type situations. 
The best example was an early comic 
strip I drew, written by my brother Josh, 
about a black man visiting the Andy 
Griffith town “Mayberry,” and the horrible 
aftermath. I worked in the stipple style 
for about a decade but finally switched to 
painting when I was concentrating more 
on magazine assignments, some with 
tight deadlines, and celebrity portraits. 

Also, the stippling was beginning to 
strain my eyesight, something my artistic 
hero and friend Robert Crumb had 
warned me might happen.

Can you explain your current work-
ing procedure and how it varies 
from the way you used to work? 
I tend to work to actual size, or maybe 
just slightly larger, although when I take 
on a commissioned piece, I’ll work a bit 
larger (for me), up to 12 inches tall or so, 
since most people like to collect or hang 
up larger pieces. I work almost exclu-
sively in watercolor, not oil, with some 
color pencil used for hi-lighting. I don’t 
work at all on my art on the computer, 
although my wife Kathy will touch things 
up before we send it out to whomever. I 
still do things the old-fashioned way!

Also, most of your work seems to 
be in black and white, with lots of 
vintage images. What do you use 
when you work in color?
Actually, these days it’s more 50-50 as 
far as color vs. B&W. Early on I worked 
exclusively in B&W, but as art directors 
were demanding color more often, I 
gradually taught myself to paint in color. 
It was a slow process of a few years be-
fore I was finally pleased with the results. 
I have a huge photo file of B&W and 
color photos, and of course these days 
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you can just Google-image practically 
anyone, but one of the things I most en-
joy is using a B&W reference photo and 
transforming it to full color. Two good 
examples of that are the full-color cover 
of my first Old Jewish Comedians book, 
Milton Berle. That was based on a tiny 
photo of Berle I had clipped from People 
magazine back in the eighties that I just 
had a feeling I knew I’d use someday. 
Also, my recent Sideshow Freaks book. 
The reference photos I had for the side-
show performers were, in most cases, 
grainy B&W photos. I did all the portraits 
in full color. Always a fun challenge!

Do you ever try to challenge 
yourself by working outside your 
comfort zone?
Well, honestly, I prefer not. At this point 
I know my strengths and weaknesses. 
I do hate drawing attractive people and 
try to avoid that. I like drawing people 
with more “interesting” faces. I’ll oc-
casionally get an assignment that’s 
completely wrong for me and I try to be 
honest with the art director and steer 
him to another artist that might be bet-
ter, even suggesting a particular artist. 
But there have been times I’ve accepted 
the assignment, maybe because the 

money was just too appealing or the 
challenge was exciting. One example is 
when Field & Stream magazine called 
me to do an assignment a couple of 
years ago. Now, I’m a Jewish, anti-hunt-
ing vegetarian, but since the art director 
was someone I had worked with at an-
other magazine and liked, I took the job, 
although I agonized over it somewhat.  
So of course the editors were delighted 
with my illustration and I was hired to 
do regular work for them! Oy Vey! I did 
about a half dozen assignments for 
them till it slowly dawned on the editors 
that I was subtly drawing the animals to 
look heroic and the hunters to look as 
stupid as possible. Finally they stopped 
calling with the assignments.

Another example is when the TV sitcom 
Friends was popular, I kept getting 
assignments, especially from Entertain-
ment Weekly, to draw the cast members 
in various situations. Now I don’t watch 
much TV, and I had never watched 
Friends, I didn’t want to (to this day), 
but I kept getting assignments to draw 
those people. Finally, I instituted a “NO 
FRIENDS” policy, and stuck to it. Merci-
fully, the show finally went off the air and 
I could breathe easily!

How do you handle doing a com-
missioned piece when you just can’t 
find the right reference photos?
The reference photos are so impor-
tant to me. Like I said, these days you 
can Google-image almost anyone, but 
many times the same photos appear 
over and over, or it’s the same standard 
shot of the person looking directly at 
the camera, something I try to avoid. I 
do have a large photo file, something 
I’ve kept since I was a kid, so I have 
many rare, obscure photos of various 
celebrities, authors, comedians, etc. But 
sometimes, I just can’t come up with the 
right ref photo. When I was working on 
my three Old Jewish Comedians books, 
I really wanted to include Arnold Stang, 
the nebbishy comic actor who did the 
voice of “Top Cat.” Now, the novelty of 
these books is that I depict the comedi-
ans in their “golden years,” and although 
there were a couple of recent photos 
online of him as an older man, nothing 
struck my fancy. So I finally just had to 
leave him out. Not really a huge deal, 
but I had to break the news to Arnold 
Stang’s BIGGEST fan, who I’m in touch 
with. She was shattered.

A fellow just commissioned me to do a 
portrait of his hero, the author Raymond 
Chandler, but the same 5-6 images of 
Chandler, most of them already used on 
various book covers of Chandler’s sto-
ries or letters, popped up over and over 
on Google. And since I had no photos of 
him in my files, I finally had to decline.

Is there one celebrity that you 
struggle with in getting a likeness? 
Well, like I said, I hate drawing “attrac-
tive” people, young celebrities...to me, 
in most cases, their faces are just so 
bland and uninteresting. One of the rea-
sons I issued a “NO FRIENDS” policy. I 
remember struggling with a Brad Pitt as-
signment a few years back. Just nothing 
to sink my teeth into. The caricaturists’ 
lament. I love nothing more than draw-
ing comedians, old and young. When I 
get to draw a Woody Allen or howard 
Stern, I’m in heaven. Also Jeffery Ross, 
who wrote the forward to the latest OJC 
book. What a puss!!

Have the Howard Stern endorse-
ments helped or hindered sale of 
your paintings and books?
Ah, howard. I love the guy. he’s always 
been so supportive to me, repeating 
that I’m his “favorite artist,” hiring me 
to illustrate his two books, and always 
plugging my latest books on his show. 
As far as Robin...
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What type of deadlines do you  
usually work with? 
It depends (not the kind old Jewish come-
dians wear). If it’s a weekly magazine or 
publication, the deadline is usually pretty 
tight, sometimes needed the following day, 
although I try to avoid those these days. 
I’ve done close to 200 covers for the New 
York Observer over the last few years 
and for the most part, the assignment 
comes in Friday and the finish due by 
early Tuesday, and published on Wednes-
day morning. If it’s a monthly magazine, 
there’s usually a bit more time. If it’s a 
commissioned piece, or a piece I’m doing 
for one of my books, then I can relax and 
spend a bit more time refining it.

We are all so tired of hearing the 
term “starving artist,” but most of 
the time it takes someone with a 
true business sense to make even a 
great artist be one who can survive 
financially. Who handles the busi-
ness side of things for you?
I’ve become pretty adept over the years 
in handling the business end, negotiating 
the fee and assignment in general. There 
was a time early on when I was start-
ing out that I was grateful for every little 
crumb thrown my way and the pay was 
secondary. I was indeed a “starving artist” 
throughout the eighties when I was just 
out of art school, but my wife was finally 
very helpful in turning that all around.

Do you consider yourself a  
caricature artist? 
Not really a traditional caricaturist, but 
I’m referred to as one by many, which 
is OK by me. Like some of my fellow 
humorous artists, including Chris Payne 
and Robert Parada, I tend to not so 
much exaggerate facial features, but 
distort, sometimes subtly. I’m more of 
a “situational artist,” meaning I’m more 
focused on the entire image, the poses 
putting over the idea, the background, 
the central “joke.” Rather than exagger-
ate a face, sometimes a raised eyebrow 
or how the head is tilted conveys what 
I’m trying to put across. Now there are 
examples of my work that do clearly fit 
into the category of “caricature.” I was 
hired by Howard Stern a few years back 
to do drawings of a younger version of 
him for a proposed animated TV show he 
was trying to put together for FX about 
his teenage years. I went full throttle with 
the drawings, exaggerating especially his 
big nose. He had asked me to make him 
as “ugly and disgusting” as possible. The 
show didn’t happen, but I’m including 
some of my Howard drawings with my 
visual presentation at the convention.

We are all familiar with your studio 
work. Have you ever drawn people 
live in hopes of retaining a likeness?
Early on, I kept a sketchbook and would 
draw people I’d see on the street in New 
York, but I haven’t for a few years now. 
These days, I try to keep a mental image 
in my head of various types I encounter, 
I have a good memory for faces, or even 
snap photos of various interesting faces 
with the iPhone to use later. Walmart is 
great for that!

A lot of your work is extreme close-
ups–how do you do that? 
I think you’re probably referring to the 
Old Jewish Comedian faces. I wanted 
to depict them close-up, because that 
conveys the way they actually are, big-
ger than life, in your face, looking for 
attention, never giving up, always looking 
for a laugh! I’ve met a bunch of them and 
that’s the way they are!

What color do you use for “liver 
spots?”
Oh that’s simple! Dr Martin # 37-B 
“LIVeR.” Actually, the good doctor’s 
“Reddish-Brown” achieves the perfect 
liver spot essence for me.

I have seen your caricatures in lots 
of books and magazines. Is it on 
any interesting products, besides 
“Impetuous Man” that you would 
like to tell us about? 
I’ve drawn images for various products 
over the years. Recently I created the 

logo for McSorley’s beer, which is one of 
the oldest bars in New York, on east 7th 
St., big with NYU students. Their beer is 
sold nationally, so it’s fun to see slobs all 
over the country buying and drinking it!
The “Impetuous man” product was actu-
ally a case of being totally ripped off, 
although with a funny outcome. I had 
drawn the comic-magician Penn Jillette 
making love to a screaming woman for 
Men’s Health magazine, to accompany 
a short piece Penn wrote about how to 
satisfy a woman in bed. A decade later, 
the image was used on the box, and to 
advertise a Chinese herb supplement 
called “Impetuous Man.” I contacted 
Penn and we both agreed it would be 
fruitless and next to impossible to sue 
this company in China, and besides, he 
was quite flattered to be singled out as 
the American ideal for sexual stamina.

With the internet, it has become 
much easier for anyone to steal an 
illustration and use it as they wish. 
How do you handle this?
There’s not much you can do once it’s 
online. I just accept it if I see someone 
using one of my images on Facebook 
or elsewhere online, as long as they are 
not profiting. My work is fairly distinc-
tive, so it’s rare when anyone attempts 
to use something without permission. If 
it’s a case of someone actually taking 
the image and putting out a t-shirt with it, 
or putting it in a book, they’ll hear from 
me...or my wife. But mostly it’s just shar-
ing on FB or on people’s blogs which 
doesn’t bother me, although I occasion-
ally ask them to at least give me a credit. 
The world we live in today...

Have you ever taken on an illustration 
assignment where you personally 
disagreed with the product or point 
of view being commissioned? Have 
you turned down assignments along 
those lines?
I’ve turned down many assignments 
for different reasons, for the most part, 
that I was either booked up or on a tight 
deadline. It’s rare that I’ve turned down 
assignments based on my principles, not 
that I don’t have any, but despite the job, 
I can usually steer a particular assign-
ment in my direction. A good case in 
point was doing work for Field & Stream, 
which we discussed before. The outcome 
was they stopped calling, but that was 
ultimately fine by me. As far as doing 
political illustration, a good example is The 
Weekly Standard who I used to do a lot of 
work for. They’re a right-leaning publica-
tion and if pressed, my politics tend to lean 
towards the left. But they never once told 
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me to draw a Democrat looking any more 
ridiculous or stupid than a Republican. I 
had editorial control to draw one politician 
looking as idiotic as the next, no matter 
the party. 

That said, I probably would never do 
a cigarette ad, not that they even exist 
anymore?

So who are your main influences in 
caricature, past and present?
The list is so long that I am sure I’m gonna 
forget a few of my heroes, but growing up, 
I adored all the MAD artists, mainly Mort 
Drucker’s movie parodies. I’d obsessively 
study his artwork wondering how he pulled 
it off. I also adored Al hirschfeld’s work 
and like everyone else, looked forward 
every week to seeing his piece in the 
Sunday New York Times and counting the 
Ninas. Other early favorite caricaturists  in-
cluded Miguel Covarrubias, Sam Berman, 
Will elder, Jack Davis, Al Kilgore, Ronald 
Searle, David Levine, Robert Grossman, 
and Rick Meyerwitz. These days I admire 
so many. a few favorites include Philip 
Burke, CF Payne, Roberto Parada, Dan 
Adel, Barry Blitt, Stephen Kroninger, Joe 
Ciardello, David Cowles, Steven Brodner, 
Victor Juhasz and so many others.

What is your favorite accomplish-
ment illustration-wise?
I’d say it would have to be having my 
illustration of Barack Obama posed as 
George Washington on the cover of the 
New Yorker the week of his inauguration. 
Even my crazy relatives were impressed 
with that achievement!

So can you tell our members a little 
about what to expect from you at 
the convention?
I’m really looking forward to meeting all 
the caricaturists on hand and checking 
out everyone’s different styles. All my 
books will be for sale for anyone not 
familiar with my work, and I’ll be showing 
many examples of my work during my 
presentations and will discuss any topic 
that comes up about the world of humor-
ous illustration and septic tanks. 

What do you plan to show and dis-
cuss for your keynote presentation? 
I’ll be talking a bit about my background, 
growing up the son of a celebrated 
writer and getting to meet many celebri-
ties when I was a kid, including some 
I’d one day draw, like Groucho Marx. I’ll 
also be discussing some of my weirder 

assignments and the outcomes, working 
for National Lampoon, SPY and MAD. 
Also some of the reactions I’ve gotten 
from various celebrities I’ve drawn, be-
ing sued once for a comic strip I drew, 
and the reactions from many of the old 
Jewish comedians included in my books, 
including...Jerry Lewis.

Do you plan to hang around and 
draw as well?
My guess is yes, at least for a bit. I’m 
sure I’m gonna be inspired seeing ev-
eryone else drawing. Also, if any lovely 
faces stand out, I’m sure I’ll want to 
capture them!

Is there anything else you want to 
tell us? Push a book or product?
My brand new book is Even MORE Old 
Jewish Comedians from Fantagraphics 
Books. I’ll have copies for sale which I’ll, 
of course, inscribe. This is the third and 
final book of Old Jewish Comedians. 
I’m becoming an old Jew myself!! I just 
recently spotted my first liver spot!!

And lastly, one of our members 
wanted to know if there are any old 
white Baptist comedians you would 
like to draw?
Yes, that’s my next book. It’ll be  
a pamphlet.

For more on Drew Friedman, check 
out his website at  http://drewfriedman.
net/ or his blog at http://drewfriedman.
blogspot.com. 

http://drewfriedman
http://drewfriedman
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Anything can happen at an ISCA Convention. 
ANYThING! During 19 Annual Conventions, 
and close to a dozen minicons in various places 
around the world, there certainly have been a 
number of strange and unusual events. Many 
of them have been immortalized in the pages 
of EF by the likes of Sam Klemke and Lar de 
Souza. Some are weirder than others, but ALL 
of them are memorable!

ISCA Past 
Convention

Recap
The awards banquet has long  
been a source for some of the 
strangest occurrences. How many of 
you remember the talent shows that 
used to happen during the banquet? 
They consisted mainly of skits, with 
the occasional burlesque dance 
thrown in for good measure. One 
of these skits showcased the “Blind 
Caricaturist,” who groped and pawed 
at his subject’s face. Another such 
escapade featured a diaper-clad 
ISCA member playing the part of a 
crying infant who didn’t want his cari-
cature drawn (of course, in recent 
years, some convention attendees 
have chosen to wear a costume to 
the awards banquet even though 
they WEREN’T performing on stage). 
The banquet was also used by an 
outgoing president to issue a series 
of “presidential pardons” to various 
ISCA members. One member was 
pardoned for “impersonating a tree,” 
due to the large number of drawings 
he had received depicting him with 
shrubbery and foliage around his 
long neck.
Our guest speakers and other 
notable visitors have also helped to 
create some classic moments. Poor 
Sebastian Krueger was reluctantly 
goaded into drawing live caricatures 
on a giant sketchpad during his sem-
inar. The one-and-only Mort Drucker 
had been slated to be guest speaker 
one year, but had to bow out at the 
last minute. So the board members 
arranged a video conference call 
with Mort, during which one awe-
struck and overjoyed ISCA member 
broke into tears right in the middle 
of the call. Sam Viviano’s very first 
stint as guest speaker saw his plane 
arrive merely an hour or so prior to 
his scheduled seminar. Short on 
time, the resident and vice-president 
treated Sam to lunch courtesy of the 
drive-thru at McDonald’s. Actor Pat-

rick Warburton, known for Disney’s 
The Emperor’s New Groove and 
TV’s Seinfeld was once invited to 
join us for a fundraising event, and 
Teller, of Penn & Teller, stopped by 
to see the artwork while we were in 
Vegas. A documentary film crew, a 
magazine reporter, and a univer-
sity professor conducting research 
have, at various times, interviewed 
convention attendees. 
Even when you spend most of the 
week indoors, weather could still be 
an issue. Grey skies and rain clouds 
at one Convention made for a leaky 
roof in the ballroom, causing many 
of the artists’ gallery spaces to get 
wet. An “unseasonably cold spell” 
during another Convention led one 
musically inclined ISCA member 
to write a ballad about that year’s 
competition. 
Along with a name change (from 
NCN to ISCA), there have been 
more than a few changes over the 
last 19 years. The competition ball-
room wasn’t always open 24 hours 
a day. EF wasn’t always printed as 
a full-color magazine. The use of 
photo reference to create carica-
tures during the Convention was 
much less common. And the number 
of people attending these events 
has grown exponentially since the 
first one in 1992. So now we come 
to a major milestone: the 20TH 
ANNuAL ISCA CONVeNTION!! If 
you’ve never been, or if you haven’t 
attended for a few years, now’s the 
PERFECT time to see what all the 
fuss is about! What will people be 
talking about after this one? Who will 
get drawn the most? What inge-
niously creative pieces will artists 
come up with this time? And who 
will take home the coveted Golden 
Nosey? Please join us in St. Pete 
Beach, Florida this November and 
help create some memories! 

by Lorin Bernsen



The AIRPORT

First, for those traveling by air let me tell 
you how to get to the hotel from the airport. 
When you arrive at the Tampa airport and 
get your luggage, go to Ground Transporta-
tion to find the airport Super Shuttle. It costs 
$25 per person and leaves every 20 min-
utes. If you have a group then you might 
want to split a taxi fare. Ask the taxi driver 
for a guesstimated price before you get in 
the car. If it’s cheaper than the shuttle, take 
it. At the hotel remember check in is 4pm 
and check out is 11am.

THE RESORT

Our hotel and St. Pete both freaking rock! 
Let’s start with our hotel, the Tradewinds 
Resort. Centrally located on beautiful St. 
Pete Beach, the resort could just as well 
be on a deserted island because once 
you are there you don’t need to go any-
where else. They really do have every-
thing we could possibly need, plus tons 
of fun stuff too. My biggest fear is that 
unless you are doing your caricatures 
with beach sand or pool water I believe 
you will find it hard to concentrate on the 
convention. If you can work it out, come 
early and/or stay late to really enjoy the 
Tradewinds Resort and St. Pete. Thank 
me later at the tiki bar.

Details! You need details. The resort of-
fers plenty of Floridian things to do. For 
instance, behind the resort there is the 
most amazzzzzing beach stretched out 
languidly awaiting your arrival. St. Pete 
Beach is rated as one of the uSA’s best 
beaches ever. It goes for miles and miles, 
but you don’t have to. It’s only a few fan-
tastic steps away from your room. From 
the beach coming or going, you might 

want to take some of your creative efforts 
out to one of the two pools. There’s a 
family pool and... (thank goodness) an 
adult pool! To top that off, between both 
watery delights is Salty’s Tiki Bar, which 
pours a fair drink for the price. Ask for 
Elaine, she’s been there for 30 years! 
However, don’t worry if you don’t drink 
or you get stuck with the kids because 
right there, if you look up, you will find a 
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OK “my unconventional conventionists,” 
St. Petersburg Florida is in my backyard  
so I have some first-hand advice and 
observations for ya’ll. 

Michael White’s 
 So Here’s the 
 Deal About  
  St. Pete

Scully’s the Hut • Courtesy Vic Heffren
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giant water slide. I was there to write this 
article taking all that in when I ran into 
one of my very first illustration teachers 
from art school. Though I see Susanna 
in Sarasota a few times per year I didn’t 
expect to see her here. I took it as a good 
omen for all of us. She was actually stay-
ing there with family and agreed with my 
decree: this resort totally rocks! 

I want to tell you all about St. Pete, but 
I still have a few things about the resort 
that I’m excited to share. The staff is 
extra extra friendly. The parking guard 
even let me into a closed lot after I told 
him I was writing this article. Everywhere 
I went I was met with smiles and open 
arms. At the reception I learned that 
the room price includes amenities and 
services that most hotels charge extra 
for. Things like free parking, internet, 
beach cabanas, gym, daily news paper, 
pool towels and so on. So that’s a 
money saver right there without men-
tioning the fantastic room rate we are 
getting. Maybe you will take some of the 
money you save down to one of the 14 
restaurants like Beef ‘O Brady’s. Check 
out the Tradewinds Resort website for 
more reasons to get excited about this 
convention. 

WALKING DISTANCe FROM  
THE RESORT

So you decide to leave the resort...no 
problem! The resort is surrounded by 
great stuff. For those on a budget or 
diet there’s a Subway sandwich shop 
practically across the street. Within quick 
walking distance you will also find a few 
other restaurants and bars as well as a 
drug store and grocery store. 

TROLLeY ON GuLF BOuLeVARD

If you want to go farther, there’s an incred-
ibly well-organized trolley and bus system. 
The St. Pete Trolley System is called PSTA 
and ensures you won’t need a car as long 
as you plan to be home by 10 or 11pm. To 
be sure of weekday and weekend hours 
check with the hotel concierge for up-to-
date info regarding public transport. Or you 
might want to catch a free ride on Jimmie’s 
Free Local Rides. That service only 
requires a tip per trip. Of course there are 
cabs too. I was told by a local bartender 
that the Independent Cab Company is the 
cheapest and cleanest. They are red so 

look for those but don’t fear. Florida taxis 
are all reasonable and the hotel is well 
located.

So...if you leave the resort where will 
you go? Most of the local action is north 
along Gulf Blvd. up that way you will find 
Paddy O’ Sullivan’s Irish Bar, Pappy’s 
Liquor, Waffle house, McDonald’s and the 
Frog Pond Restaurant which is popular 
for breakfast and has been featured on 
the Food Network. All along the way you 
will see operations that offer scooters, jet 
skis, parasailing, dolphin cruises, sunset 
cruises, kayaks, fishing, sailing and so on. 
All these things are fun so if you have time 
please support our local economy and 
help yourself to a piece of Florida. What’s 
not to love?

Farther up Gulf Blvd. you will run into 
Treasure Island, which is not an island but 
a heck of a fun area to explore. It’s a great 
place to shop, eat, drink, dance and draw! 
You won’t be in Key West but you’ll find a 
Sloppy Joes restaurant at the Bilmar Hotel. 
Don’t get too excited. I’ve been to the 
original Sloppy Joes in Key West and, to be 
honest, I shouldn’t have mentioned it. But 
I should mention that on the beach behind 
the Bilmar there’s a fantastic Sunday Drum 
Circle that cranks up in the late afternoon 
until sunset.

On the far north end of Treasure Island just 
before you cross a big bridge you will see 
a giant gator on the roof of Gators Cafe 
and Saloon. Gators is a restaurant, bar and 
water sports complex where much fun can 
be had. St. John’s Pass • Courtesy Visit St. Pete/Clearwater

St. John’s Pass • Courtesy Vic Heffren



On the other side of the bridge is John’s 
Pass Boardwalk where you can get into 
just about anything or nothing at all but a 
really nice stroll. I recommend this as a 
stop if you get a chance. There you will 
find a large portion of our local water sport 
activities like boat charters and jet ski rent-
als. I made a stop there and ended up at 
Scully’s The Hut where I had a fantastic 
fish sandwich called The Monster with 
some extremely fresh onion rings! Friends 
along for the ride had a burger and a pulled 
pork sandwich that came with equally 
delicious fries. So of all the places I’ve 
mentioned, The Hut has great food at a 
digestible price. 

heADING SOuTh ON GuLF BLVD 

This is where you will find some more wor-
thy stops. For good ol’ American pancakes 
there’s an IHOP, and for a taste of Florida’s 
seafood there’s Crabby Bills Restaurant. 
Farther down the street you can’t miss the 
Don CeSar hotel. Also known as the Pink 
Lady, this luxury hotel opened its doors in 
1928 during the height of the Jazz Era. It’s 
a nice stop to have a drink or meal and 
offers a sweet Sunday brunch with a great 
view over the water. Going there is like 
going back in time. If you want to go farther 
back in time then at that corner head off of 
St. Pete Beach and down a few miles to ar-
rive at Ft. Desoto State Park (beaches). It’s 
well worth your time! Trust me on this one. 
If you leave the hotel for more beaches 
then go to this beach!

If you take me up on this recommendation, 
get exact directions from the resort. It’s 

easy and relatively close but there are a 
few turns. When you get to the park drive 
north all the way up to the end of the 
parking lots. Park there and then you can  
walk north to leave the crowds and find 
yourself in natural Florida where you will 
probably see dolphins and our state bird, 
the osprey. 

BY TROLLeY, BuS OR CAR

If you only leave the hotel for one thing, 
leave it for the Salvador Dali Museum. I’ll 

need you to repeat that! I’ve been to the 
other Dali museums around the world and 
this one is by far the best. Also the mu-
seum itself is in a spanking new building 
wondrously designed by architect Yann 
Weymouth. It’s a masterpiece of master-
pieces. To get there, you will need to take 
the trolley to the bus station and get on a 
bus. Get the details at the resort. By car 
it’s only about 20 minutes away but will 
involve getting on highway 275. Don’t let 
all that keep you from figuring out a way 
to get there. Just go! You can thank me at 
the tiki bar later. It’s not a huge museum 
but it’s freaking awesome and will blow 
your mind. I’m sure you can go there, see 
it and get back in three hours. Then we 
will see what your caricatures look like!

There are a few other things in that area 
worth noting. Just up the street from 
the Dali Museum you will find lovely 
Downtown St. Pete. This area is good to 
stroll, eat or shop. There’s also an IMAX 
theatre there, if you get itchy for some 3D 
Hollywood entertainment. Furthermore, 
since you are there, the St. Pete Museum 
of Fine Art is worth a stop. It’s a mini 
Louvre, housing a small but spicy collec-
tion of art objects from cultures and times 
long gone, as well paintings by Monet, 
Robert Henri and Georgia O’ Keeffe and 
so on. I want to stop but let me go ahead 
and mention the St. Pete Pier. All this 
stuff is so close to one another you might 
as well know about it. The pier offers 
restaurants, bars, live music, shopping 
and a killer rooftop view of St. Pete Bay. 
It’s cool but I don’t think you need to put it 
at the top of your “to do” list. 
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Typical St. Pete Sunset • Courtesy Michael White

Grand Opening of Dali Museum • Courtesy  Michael White  
Inset of Dali Museum • Courtesy Visit St. Pete/Clearwater

st. Pete LocAL trAnsPortAtion oPtions
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St. Pete Beach was originally made up of four 
areas: Pass-A-Grille Beach, Don CeSar Place, 
Belle Vista Beach and St. Petersburg Beach. 
In 1957, the four communities merged into the 
City of St. Petersburg Beach. Later the City 
voted to shorten its name to St. Pete Beach.

St. Petersburg holds the Guiness World Record 
for most consecutive days of sunshine (768).

Upham Beach, located on the northern tip  
of St. Pete Beach, is one of the few spots  
along the Gulf of Mexico known for surfing.

The City of St. Petersburg and Takamatsu,  
Japan have been “Sister Cities” since 1961  
and participate in cultural exchange programs. 

Jimmie’s Free LocAL rides

Free Rides Everyday from 8am - 2am

JIMMIE’S is a free shuttle service that operates from 
Pass-A -Grille (St. Pete Beach) to John’s Pass   
(Madeira) traveling all through Treasure Island as well.

JIMMIE’S owns two 6-seater electric carts as well as 
two 7-passenger minivans. The ride itself is actually 
free, however, the drivers do work for tips. They  
receive no hourly wage so they depend on the  
generosity of their patrons.

(727) 217-6935

http://jimmiesfreebeachrides.com/

PineLLAs suncoAst trAnsit AuthoritY  (PstA)

The area is served by the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority, which 
operates 180 transit coaches and trolleys on 43 routes, including two 
express routes to Tampa. The system also includes the Suncoast 
Beach Trolley with service to the beaches along Gulf Boulevard from 
Pass-A-Grille to Clearwater. Connections can be made to downtown St. 
Petersburg, Largo and Belleair Bluffs. 

Bus fare starts at $2.00 one way or $4.25 for a one-day unlimited pass. 

www.psta.net

Downtown St. Petersburg also has a “Looper” trolley which goes to 
various downtown attractions. Fare: 25 cents for each trip. 
 
www.stpete.org/looper.htm  
stPetetrolley.com

AverAge st. Pete  
temPerAtures 
For novemBer 

High 76.9° F, 25° C 

Low  56.4° F, 14° C 

Water 70° F, 21° C

Courtesy Visit St. Pete/Clearwater

BY CAR

If you just can’t get enough of 
Florida and have the time, there 
are some other points of interest 
you may want to go explore. High-
way 275 runs through this part of 
Florida. I like it ‘cause it’s clean, 
well-marked and it winds around 
in fun ways that remind me of a 
Hot Wheels® track. Anyway, 35 
minutes north on 275 you will 
run right into Downtown Tampa. 
Worth a drive but more than I can 
mention except a wild night out in 
historic Ebor City. That’s a great 
place to go wild! South on 275 
you can cross the beautiful and 
famous Sunshine Skyway Bridge. 
Great view from the top but you 
can’t stop! Keep on driving for 
about 15 more minutes and you 
will hit Ellenton, where you can go 
shop at the Ellenton Outlet Malls. 
Yes! You heard me right, outlet 
mall! Grab yer charge card and 
get out yer shopping shoes! An-
other 20 minutes south of there, 
you will run into beautiful Saraso-
ta, where I “really” live. Sarasota 

is home of the Ringling Museum 
of Art, the Ringling College of Art, 
Siesta Key and Jerry Springer. 
Maybe I should have mentioned 
Pee Wee Herman and Stephen 
King instead? Either way, as you 
can imagine, I’m in good company 
down here. Sarasota is worth a 
drive if you have time and heck, 
who knows, maybe I’ll just kidnap 
some of you and take you down in 
my ‘63 Chevy Impala like that time 
the convention was in Atlanta?

Either way, I’m so psyched about 
the ISCA Convention being here 
in my backyard. I truly believe that 
based on the facility and location, 
this is going to be the best con-
vention we have ever had. Pack 
yer swimsuit and sunscreen; it’s 
going to be a hot one! And don’t 
forget, it’s OK if you only purchase 
a one-way ticket because if you 
aren’t already from Florida, you 
will want to stay. See you soon, 
my fantastic and talented friends.

Michael J White 
michaelwhiteart.biz  

st. Pete LocAL trAnsPortAtion oPtions

st. Pete AreA Fun FActs

http://jimmiesfreebeachrides.com
http://www.psta.net
http://www.stpete.org/looper.htm
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Which one of us hasn’t seen a caricature 
artist, working in the streets, presenting his 
work in the worst way imaginable? Bad 
display, poor lighting, lousy chairs, dirty 
look – basically deserving the low prices 
asked for drawing your caricature. There 
are, however, a few artists who invest a lot 
of time and energy to make their stands 
look good. These leaders in the industry 
are important because they upgrade the 
caricature profession, showing other artists 
how things should be. In this vein, we find 
Harold Hugenholtz, who is really one of the 
best caricaturists I’ve seen in the field of 
caricature branding.  

I met Harold at the mini-con held in Girona, 
in April 2011. he was wearing a jacket 
with his company logo on one arm and 
the NCN logo on the other. His work was 
fantastic; in fact, he won a prize in every 
category except 3D. During the convention, 
I asked him if he’d like to be interviewed for 
EF magazine. He accepted enthusiastically. 
The following article issued from our 
meeting. 

Many artists turn to caricature because 
they can’t make a living out of painting. 
Others do so because they want to 
improve their income and because it’s a 
good way to earn a living. Still others turn 

Harold Hugenholtz: 
caricature artist 
specialised in branding 

by Robert  
LaFontaine
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to caricature because they simply and truly 
love the art form; Harold Hugenholtz is one 
of these. 

When he was 8 years old, Harold saw 
a caricature artist working in public and 
lingered 2 to 3 hours to watch him work. 
From this moment, Harold knew he would 
become a caricature artist. It’s something 
you can feel when you meet the man by 
the way he transfers his passion to others. 

Harold has the ability to brand his product 
in a very efficient manner, having studied 
graphic design for 4 years in Eindhoven, 
Netherlands, where he learned graphic 
art, printing and branding. This really 
helped him when he started his business, 
Company Comics, in 1991. Afterwards, he 
opened a caricature shop also located in 
eindhoven. On the ground floor he offers 
different products (such as postcards, 
mugs, t-shirts, aprons, bags, etc...), while 
on the first floor he does his studio work.  

Harold Hugenholtz designed a very 
efficient flight case. With his lettered 
van and his flight case, he drives to 
conventions and festivals to draw 

caricatures. He also prints caricatures on 
t-shirts and mugs on site. 

Since he invested a lot in his business and 
due to the fact that his product is very well 
presented, Hugenholtz’s prices are a little 
more expensive than other artists. The 
investment pays off, though, as corporate 
customers love to have a professional look 
for their booths. 

At the latest convention in Girona, I was 
really impressed by the astonishing quality 
of his art. Harold drew digitally most of the 
time and completed caricatures in 5 to 10 
minutes (sometimes going a little longer, 
as these conventions are more laid back) 
with a quality that is simply fantastic. he 
works with Painter, mainly using its brush 
and watercolor tools. 

For the first time, I found that “on-the-spot” 
digital caricatures didn’t have a plastic 
look. The lines looked so much like real 
brushstrokes, the resemblance and colors 
so true, that the artwork was nothing 
short of outstanding. At the convention, 
he printed all his caricatures on 5 by 7 
inch paper. Clients could also download 

and print their caricature directly from his 
website.  

harold was one of the first caricature 
artists to turn digital because he attended 
the ‘98 showcase, in Germany, where 
Wacom showed their tactile digital screen 
for the first time. In 1999 he bought a 
Panasonic Tough Book tablet, which he’s 
been using since. Recently he bought a 
Fujitsu Stylistic Wacom. He keeps a few 
of these tactile tablets handy for when he 
hires other artists, in order to achieve a 
homogenous look. 

Look is very important to harold and 
it’s the main reason why he stands 
out from other caricaturists. Too many 
caricature artists’ stands look cheap and 
it’s nice to see someone really investing in 
presentation. For instance, he was one of 
the only artists at the convention wearing 
an official t-shirt with his own logo and 
with the NCN logo, since he was there 
at the beginning of the ISCA adventure. 
he is proud to be the first, or one of the 
first, artists from the Netherlands to have 
joined the group. In Girona, he accepted 
a position on the board of the European 
chapter of ISCA. 

I just hope that you appreciate his 
art as much as I did. I think that the 
photos included in this article speak for 
themselves.

www.karikatuur.nl 
www.companycomics.com 

(Thanks to Ryllan Dobbelsteyn, the 
son of cartoonist Cathy McMillan, and 
to caricaturist Sabrina Burgen for help 
translating the text.) 

Robert Lafontaine is a caricaturist  
himself. He has travelled in France, Malaysia, 
USA, England and Spain to attend caricature 
conventions and meetings. He is also one of 
the main organizers of a caricature event in 
Québec, Canada (www.1001visages.com).  

Harold Hugenholtz: 
caricature artist 
specialised in branding 

http://www.karikatuur.nl
http://www.companycomics.com
http://www.1001visages.com
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Beefy’s Brilliant 
Burlesque Bonanza!
Fun, high-speed life-drawing 
practice with tassels on!

if you are looking to hone your live  
caricature skills and get the chance to  
try out different media and experiment  
with your levels of exaggeration, all  
without the pressure of a paying client  
to please, dr. sketchy’s Anti-Art school  
could be just the ticket.

Usually, my weekends are spent at the 
local supermarket being dragged up and 
down the aisles by my long-suffering wife 
(unless I have the much welcome excuse 
of a booking that is). But now every other 
month, I spend my Saturday afternoons 
in the company of tattooed beauties, 
twirling their tassels and shaking their 
hips to 50s-inspired rockabilly tracks.

Dr. Sketchy’s was founded in 2005 by 
artists Molly Crabapple and A.V. Phibes, 
in a dive bar in Brooklyn, New York. Run 

solely by Molly Crabapple (and her cadre 
of awesome helpers) since early ‘06, Dr. 
Sketchy’s has grown into a truly global 
phenomenon. Every month, over 3,500 
artists gather in nearly a hundred different 
cities (including New York, Hollywood, 
Sao Paolo, London, Rome, Paris, Tokyo 
and my hometown of Nottingham, UK) 
to sketch glamorous, subcultural models 
and compete in drawing contests in an 
atmosphere of artistic mayhem.

The compère for the Nottingham events 

is organiser and performer Scarlett 
Daggers. Her welcoming style, seamed 
stockings, and sharp wit puts everyone at 
ease as drawing boards are set up and 
pencils are sharpened.

The opportunity to network with local 
creative folk is not to be underestimated 
and is an added bonus of these 
happenings. Amongst the gathered 
crowd is fellow Nottingham Dr Sketchy 
branch organiser, Charlotte Thomson. 
Charlotte is fast becoming the best-

by Mark Dickson (Beefy) 
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known boudoir and burlesque illustrator 
in the UK and is an active member of 
Nottingham’s creative arts scene.

Having always had a fascination with 40s 
and 50s culture, she had been drawing 
lots of pin-up girls, which caught the 
attention of burlesque performers in the 
UK and US, including Scarlett Daggers.  

The pair decided they had been to 
enough dull life-drawing classes for their 
liking and agreed to spice things up in 
Nottingham. “It’s raised the profile of 
my own art & illustration business and it 
gives me a constant opportunity to flex 
my drawing muscles at our own events” 
says Charlotte. “We’ve also made links 
with local organisations (art-related and 
otherwise,) which has allowed us to do 
fun one-off events and network with fab 
people.”

The first Dr. Sketchy performer today at 
the Nottingham Glee comedy club is the 
delectable Vendetta Vain. The Glasgow-
based artist and model glides on stage 
with shocking green hair and tassels to 
match. The crowd greets her with whoops 
and hollers–and that’s just the female 
contingent! That is what is so great about 
these events– here is a real mix of people 
in the audience, from young art students 
to older hobbyists, first-timers to seasoned 
pros. The atmosphere is fun and laid back, 
not dark and seedy.  

Vendetta performs her “Creature from the 
Black Lagoon” routine, described (and 
quite rightly so) as a “strip-teasing, bump n’ 
grinding, tassel twirling B-movie monster.’” 

She is accompanied by a rock ‘n’ roll 
soundtrack supplied by the DJ, Johnny 

Bull - guitarist for local psychobilly/rock ‘n’ 
roll band, the Speed Kings. I recognise 
a few of the tracks–Johnny Cash, Elvis 
Presley, Buddy Holly, intertwined with 
more obscure, punk-influenced stuff 
to tap your feet to. I am pretty sure the 
Nottingham Sketchy crew could make a 

healthy profit from selling compilation CDs 
on the side!

Once the performance is over and the 
wolf whistles have subsided, Ms. Vain 
settles in to her pose–a short five minutes 

to warm everyone up. Working at speed 
like this is still tough, even after working 
as a live caricature artist for more than 15 
years.  

I like to use watercolours at Dr. Sketchy 
events–I can keep things loose and 
quick that way. When I started drawing 
caricatures on the sunny beaches of 
Greece way back in 1995, I used to use 
watercolours. The heat helped them to dry 
as quickly as I worked. It’s funny because 
I can’t ever imagine myself doing that 
now! A Dixon Markette and a grey marker 
are my weapons of choice for live gigs 
these days.

The rest of the afternoon sees 
performances by the red hot Daquairi 
Dusk (described as “the burlesque 
love-child of Gypsy Rose Lee and Nikki 
Sixx”) and the graceful Cherry Loco who 

“epitomises vaudevillian poise and gender-
bending, epicene elegance.”

It is a fantastic afternoon of drawing, 
music and tease. There are some 
amazing pieces of work created by the 
gathered crowd, and prizes are awarded 
to the model’s favourites. I didn’t win–this 
time–but I did get to have my photo taken 
with Vendetta, which was prize enough! 
After the event, people gather at the 
downstairs bar, showing their creations to 
each other and gaining valuable feedback.  

Dr Sketchy’s really has become a 
highlight of my calendar. If you are looking 
for a fun, laid back and entertaining 
afternoon of alternative life drawing, get 
yourself to an event – there’s bound to be 
one near you, and if there isn’t, why not 
organise one yourself!?  

Links:

Words by Mark Dickson (Beefy)  
http://blog.beefys-caricatures.com/

Illustration of Vendetta Vain by 
Beefy

Photos kindly supplied by Miss 
Rain Photography:  
http://www.missrain.co.uk

Dr. Sketchy’s Anti-Art School: 
http://www.drsketchy.com/

Scarlett Daggers:  
http://www.scarlettdaggers.com/

Charlotte Thomson: http://www.
charlottethomson.co.uk/

Vendetta Vain: http://www.
facebook.com/profile.php?id=1353
580395&sk=info

Johnny Bull: http://www.myspace.
com/speedkings

Dr Sketchy Nottingham: http://
www.drsketchynottingham.co.uk/

http://blog.beefys-caricatures.com
http://www.missrain.co.uk
http://www.drsketchy.com
http://www.scarlettdaggers.com
http://www
http://www
http://www.myspace
http://www.drsketchynottingham.co.uk
http://www.drsketchynottingham.co.uk
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Legend has it that the end of times will be 
near when four horsemen are born out of 
a whale’s “belly” and wreak havoc on the 
world. I guess that time is now, because 
the Beastmen have arrived!

Aaron Philby and I got our start working at 
Cedar Point, Ohio and Sea World, Orlando. 
I worked in portraits and fell into carica-
tures by drawing in bars and restaurants 
with Aaron. We transfered over to Sea 
World, San Diego in 2006 with Beau Huf-
ford as our manager. In 2007, he flew Brian 
Oakes in from Buffalo, New York to join 
our team as supervisor, bringing with him 
ambition and experience. Andy urzua also 
joined us and became greatly inspired after 
going to his first caricature convention that 
same year.

Working in retail caricatures enabled us to 
draw a lot of faces. Before the economy 
tanked, making commission was much 
easier. Because there wasn’t a fear of 
having to make money to survive (even 
in Southern California), getting a few 
rejects here and there wasn’t a big deal. 
We could take more chances because 
we were almost guaranteed to have more 
willing subjects.

From the start, I was never happy as an 
artist drawing “tame.” I found my like-
nesses were better after exaggerating a lot. 
I noticed that I actually had more rejects 
from drawing tamely, and that pushed me 
to go further in exploring exaggeration and 
likeness. We used the term “beast it” to 
describe the action of creatively exaggerat-
ing a subject and still maintaining a like-
ness. There was a creative energy that was 
passed between everyone that encouraged 
us to try to top each other. We would egg 
each other on, have fun, and make a lot 
of money. Most customers had a good 
time because they could feel the creative 
energy affecting them subconsciously. 
Of course, there are times when people 
don’t know what to think, or we don’t end 
up drawing quite what we were hoping, 
and some get angry or have no reaction. 
However, when we “beast it,” we are not 
intentionally trying to hurt a person’s feel-
ings (as most of you know, being caricature 
artists). We just want to do a great piece of 
art and give them more than what they’re 
paying for. 

‘’When I’m honest about what I see and 
how I see it, somebody out there will get 

it and enjoy it, and I would rather have 
ten people enjoy a piece of mine to the 
millionth degree than have a million people 
enjoy a piece of mine to the tenth degree,’’ 
says Aaron Philby. It’s the artist’s job to 
show what he feels. Beauty is truth. Beauty 
hurts. (Hint: If a guest ever asks, ‘’Does 
anyone ever get mad?’’ say, “No, most 
people have a sense of humor”−it works 
SO WeLL.)

Creative energy is a big part of us being 
able to do what we do. A lot of energy is 
used up in doing a good piece. When you 
work with people who share the same 
passion, keeping that energy up is much 
easier, and you can come out with awe-
some pieces. Caricature conventions are a 
place to find that energy and get inspired. I 
went to my first ISCA convention in 2006 
with Aaron. Brian was there the same year, 
although we didn’t know each other yet. 
It was an amazing experience to share 
artistic energy with great people, and there 
were many established artists that year. It 
felt like a world where we all understood 
each other. I was inspired to push my limits, 
which carried over into my retail sketches 
after the convention. I then started a blog, 

by Nate  
Kapnicky
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along with other artists. We could keep in 
touch, show our pieces, get critiqued, keep 
a record of progress, and continue to be 
inspired as we checked out other artists’ 
work, worldwide.

Andy joined us in later conventions, and as 
our group had grown, we called ourselves 

“The Beastheads.” We constantly tried new 
things in our artwork, as well as bring-
ing craziness and fun. Slowly we gained 
recognition, encouragement, and even 
excitement. People seemed to respect us 
and our artwork, although some might not 
understand the creative decisions we make 
in our art.

I was drawing a family, sitting them one 
by one as the rest stood to watch. In the 
park, children always watch in amazement, 
wishing they could draw too. My coworker 
didn’t have business at the time, so he 

let a little girl draw him. I looked over, and 
to my surprise, her drawing really felt like 
him. At 4 years old, this little girl showed 
that her observation was organic. With no 
formal training, and using only simple lines, 
shapes, and color, she managed to capture 
his essence. It was all based on feeling. Any 
portrait artist can express physicality, but 
only you can express the way you can feel 
someone, realistic or not.

Likeness is, of course, the most important 
goal of caricaturing. Many people seem to 
think that a well-rendered piece rooted in re-
alism always achieves a good likeness, and 
therefore is a good caricature. But going just 
for a physical likeness, you may not feel the 

soul of the subject. To really understand a 
lot of what we do, you have to take the time 
to observe and absorb our work. Not only 
in caricature, but for art in general, form is 
not the only element that should matter. The 
physical structure of a face should only be a 
part of the decisions made to achieve like-
ness. Color, sound, composition, expression, 
and movement can all be exaggerated and 
used to achieve likeness creatively. You can 
see a person in a piece, but can you feel, 
taste, hear and smell them too? The same 
analogy can be expressed in music: you 
can hear it, but do you truly feel it? Does it 
inspire you?

The way I see The Beastheads is, we’re 
just a group that wants to stay inspired and 
inspire others to see that there are many 
ways to approach a subject. We can’t teach 
you how to exaggerate or get likeness. We 
just want to spread beastly energy and 
creativity to help artists not feel trapped 
into thinking that there is only one way they 
could, or should, express a subject. As 
artists, we should explore, experiment, and 
push ourselves without fear of mistakes. I 
feel that even if I miss a likeness, at least I 
took a ballsy approach to draw something 
unique. Beastheads is more than carica-
tures. It’s a way of making any subject 
interesting and fun to look at.

Beastheads is about being a more passion-
ate and creative artist, inspiring and being 
inspired. Doing what you do as well as you 
can do it and being with friends and having 
fun. Join the movement! 

BEASTED: The Book
Some of the most recognizable famous faces on Earth come together in 
one collection to be seen in a new light. Their faces have been twisted, 
melted, stretched, gone to another planet and back. They have been 
“Beasted”!

“Beasted” is a very “extremely” different approach to pushed exagger-
ated portraits of famous people. As you observe a finished piece, the 
face may seem unrecognizable at first, but once you absorb what you 
see then you may feel the subject completely. A majority of us have 
seen these celebrity faces, not to mention you can go on the internet 
and see pictures or watch videos of them if you haven’t. 

An important part of the book is based off the progress it took to get 
to the final piece. Sketches and progress shots are a fun way to look at 
ideas and direction of how the final piece evolved. I am attempting to 
make the viewer absorb the idea and understand the reason for the final 
decision. Bad or good, sketches carve the piece and gradually smooth 
it out. In this book, I will have my personal thoughts on sketches, prog-
ress, exaggeration theory, failures, and much more. 

The high levels of exaggeration are unique in an attempt to break 
the structured barriers of realism, creating likeness out of organic 
reactions that the brain produces based off sound, color, energy, 
motion—all things you can find out about someone present in about 
1 minute. Going to a BEASTED extreme is not easy; it takes ambition 

and knowledge 
of people and 
their elements to 
capture the soul 
of someone at 
a uniquely high 
level. “Beasted” 
means: de-
stroyed, over 
exaggerated 
and/or owned. 
In my book, the 
most exagger-
ated are on the 
BEASTED level, 
which are more of 
the pieces at the 
end. 

BEASTED is full 
of mixed media, ranging from pencil and ink to acrylic/oil-digital. A 
growing artist is what I strive to be. Trying different approaches to 
all my works has made me understand that there is no one way to 
produce a unique piece of art. This book has been over 3 years in the 
making and I believe that this book will  shine light on the unique 
importance of seeing and/or feeling a face through much progress 
and evolution in exaggeration. - Nate Kapnicky 



The hottest summer 
Convention in Osaka 

ever is at an end!
First, thank you for coming to Japan. Japan 
may have seemed like a dangerous travel 
destination. But maybe after reading this 
you might feel Japan is not so dangerous. 
Still, a hundred artists gathered not only 
from Japan but from around the world!

Fortunately this minicon was supported 
by Osaka Prefectural University & Sakai 
city. They provided the venue and assisted 
with payment for research funds for 
caricature. (We had to do an activity for 
ordinary people like “Retail Competition” 
or “Scholarly Seminar of Caricature”.) We 
expect those experiences will bring a new 
flood of interest in caricature.

Thank you to ISCA for providing a lot of 
ISCA goods and issues of EF. We sold and 

distributed them at our vendor table. They 
brought in $170, which we’d like to donate 
to ISCA.

This experience made me realize just how 
difficult it is to run a convention...Oops :(

Now I ReALLY appreciate the board 
members who have run those awesome 
cons before. Also we’ve found many things 
which we will have to improve on next time.

Anyway, I hope you can meet a lot of Asian 
artists at this year’s annual con! See you 
guys in Florida!!

President of ISCA Japan

Tomokazu Tabata  
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Best caricature Artist
1 Ryohei Yamashita
2 Engel Hashimoto
3 Marcus Sakoda
4 Yusuke Takagi
5 Atsushi Saito
6 Takayuki Watanabe
7 Yoshiko Takahashi
8 Sayuri Kasugai
9 Ryo Yonemori
10 Marlo Meekins

Best caricature Work
1 Engel Hashimoto
2 Ryohei Yamashita
3 Ryohei Yamashita
4 Tom
5 Marcus Sakoda
6 Tomoko Sasaki
7 Ryo Yonemori
8 Yusuke Takagi
9 Engel Hashimoto
10 Jun Ohmura

outstanding Black and 
White technique
1 Yusuke Watanabe
2 CH.2.3.
3 Midori Hayashi

outstanding color 
technique
1 Ryohei Yamashita
2 Marcus Sakoda
3 Jun Ohmura

Best Body situation style
1 Tom
2 Engel Hashimoto
3 Yusuke Takagi

outstanding design style
1 Yusuke Takagi
2 miki
3 Sayuri Kasugai

outstanding exaggerated 
style
1 Takayuki Watanabe
2 Marcus Sakoda
3 Yusuke Takagi

outstanding  
kawaii (cute) style
1 Taemi Hibi
2 Sayuri Kasugai
3 Shiori Kanou

most Funny style
1 Engel Hashimoto
2 Satoshi Umezu
3 Midori Hayashi

retail competition
1 Midori Hayashi
2 Rie Toi
3 Bunkoro

speed and likeness  
competition
1 Chihiro
2 Sosuke Narita
3 Majerin

the osaka Prefecture 
university President’s 
Award
Bunkoro
Chihiro

tomo Award
Macha

Jero Award
Yoshiko Takahashi

outstanding studio Piece
1 Tomokazu Tabata
2 Injin
3 miki

ISCA Minicon in Osaka �0�� AWARDS
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Antonio Banderas
by Deano Minton/USA

Dalai Lama  
by Ferdie Aberin/USA

John Boehner  
by Jerry Dowling/USA
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Post con/Winter issue
Article deadline: November 20

In mail by: January 6
spring issue

Article deadline: February 20
In mail by: April 2

summer issue
Article deadline: May 20

In mail by: July 5

Pre con/Fall issue
Article deadline: August 20

In mail by: October 5

See back page for submission 
guidelines and more info.

suBmission scheduLe



922 W. Drayton Street
Ferndale, MI 48220 uSA

send artwork, photos, announcements 
and articles to efeditor@caricature.org 
no later than november 20th for the next 
issue of Exaggerated Features.
in the email subject line, type “For EF:” followed 
by what you are sending (example: “For EF: 
showcase”)

Photos
• send all photos as attachments (do not embed in 
the email) 
• save as JPg, 300 dPi, cmYk. Zipped images are ok.
• Longest side should be between 5 and 6 inches
•	 Please	name	files	with	what	you	are	sending	and	
your name. (example: A showcase item from debbie 
Burmeister would be showcaseBurmeister.jpg)

ArticLes
• Please send article idea for approval before 
writing. Final article is still due by posted deadline.
• spell check before sending.
•	 Send	as	Word	file	or	typed	directly	in	an	email
• should be between 500 and 1000 words.
•  All articles must include photos and/or 
illustrations
• We ask that articles not be displayed online  
until three months after issue has shipped.

SubmiSSion GuidelineS

Not following these guidelines may prevent your submission from 
being included. Due to space limitations, there is  
no guarantee that all submissions will be used. 

Enter to Win!

submit an article, cartoon  
or showcase item to 

eFeditor@caricature.org. 

if your submission is printed in 
Exaggerated Features, you will be 

entered in the drawing at the  
2012 Annual convention for an  

Apple store gift card!

deadline for the next  
issue is november 20th.

Members must be in good standing at the 
time of submission and at the time of the 
annual convention to be eligible. Drawing to 
be conducted at the awards banquet from all 
printed submissions printed in the previous four 
issues. Printed showcase, panel cartoons = 1 
entry. Printed full-page articles, How-to articles, 
and cartoons = 3 entries. 

$100 usd 

Apple store gift card

mailto:efeditor@caricature.org
mailto:EFeditor@caricature.org

